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Estimated from fuel economy tests on a sample motorcycle from the corresponding family
conducted by Harley-Davidson under ideal laboratory conditions. Not all motorcycle models
undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy and mileage may vary among motorcycle models
within a family. Your mileage may vary depending on your personal riding habits, weather
conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and vehicle configuration and other conditions.
Break-in mileage may vary. Options such as color are available at additional cost. Prices
exclude tax, title, licensing, registration fees, destination charges, added accessories, and
additional dealer charges, if any, and are subject to change. Harley-Davidson reimburses
dealers for performing manufacturer-specified pre-delivery inspection and setup tasks. Dealer
prices may vary. North America security system includes immobilizer; outside North America
the security system includes immobilizer and siren. Not all applicants will qualify. In this
example, customer is responsible for applicable taxes, title, licensing fees and any other fees or
charges at the time of sale. APR is calculated according to the simple interest method. Not valid
in conjunction with other offers. Other terms, conditions, and limitations may apply. Dealer
participation may vary. Financing offer is subject to change or cancellation at any time.
Purchaser who purchases an Eligible Motorcycle during the Sales Period has the option to
trade-in the Eligible Motorcycle at its original purchase price towards the purchase of a new,
unregistered, model year , , or Harley-Davidson Touring, Trike, Softail, Dyna, Sportster, Street or
Special 3. Offer is limited to one claim per eligible VIN. Excludes Police Models. Customers
must redeem the offer at the same H-D dealership where the Eligible Motorcycle purchase
originated. Certain exceptions apply for customers who move during the Trade-Up period. See
participating H-D dealer for details. The offer only applies to Eligible Motorcycles submitted for
trade-in on a new, unregistered Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle of greater value and not the same
model. Offer is limited to one claim per customer. The Purchaser is responsible for the
difference between the trade-in value of the Eligible Motorcycle and the purchase price of the
Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle. Trade-in must be a vehicle in good condition and good working
order. Tires, suspension, engine, and transmission must all be within factory specifications and
are subject to inspection by the participating H-D dealer. Vehicle exterior cannot reflect neglect
or abuse. The participating H-D dealer will make the sole determination regarding whether the
trade-in is in good working condition and good working order. The purchaser is responsible for
all costs of operating and maintaining the Eligible Motorcycle prior to trade-in. This offer may
not be combined with any other promotions, offers or discounts without the express permission
of Harley-Davidson. However, qualified customers can use Harley-Davidson Financial Services
special financing promotions in conjunction with the Freedom Promise. The H-D dealer may
require documentation to substantiate this relationship before extending the offer to the spouse
or domestic partner. Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycles must be taken from dealer stock and are not
available on future motorcycle orders, deliveries or deposits outside the Trade-Up Period.
Certain models of motorcycles may not be available at some participating dealers. Valid only at
participating U. H-D dealerships. Offer not valid in Hawaii. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash
equivalent. Offer is subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited. Financing offer is
subject to change or cancellation at anytime. Bank National Association, pursuant to a license
from Visa U. No Money Down offer is available only to well-qualified credit tier applicants. Other
terms, conditions and limitations may apply. See your Harley-Davidson dealer for details. This 7.
Prices and selection at local dealerships may vary. All taxes are extra. STACYC reserves the
right without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change
specifications or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject
to availability and prior sale by our dealers. Riding range estimates provided following the SAE
J and are based on expected performance of a fully-charged battery when operated under
specified conditions. Actual range will vary depending on riding habits, ambient weather and
equipment conditions. Financing offer is available only for up to a 60 month term. Customer

must take delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified for
informational purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and are
beyond the control of Harley-Davidson. Eligibility and amount of credits and rebates depend on
your personal situation. Please consult your tax professional and your state or federal agency
for details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible experience
on the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By sticking
around you are agreeing to our policy. I agree. It is not a true riding season if your Harley
Davidson is not fitted with the best motorcycle audio system. You need to be heard! Adding a
high-quality speaker system gets you a next-to-perfect riding experience but Getting the perfect
motorcycle speaker can often be a challenging task. With a wide variety of options to choose
from, you should consider the requirements like features, wattage, size and weather resistance
to find the right pick for your beast. The most important thing to focus on is what speaker would
be heard over the roar of the engine. To make your job easier, we have reviewed some of the
best choices for Harley Davidson Street Glide audio systems. These Rockford Fosgate speakers
make it easier for a large number of Harley riders to enjoy their favorite tunes on the bikes they
love. This audio kit makes it possible to upgrade the audio system quickly without any
compromises or modifications to the existing system. The street glide kit includes 4-channel,
compact, weather-resistant amplifier, two 6. These speakers are designed specifically to fit the
fairing locations of Street Glide motorcycles. The glass-reinforced polymer frame handles
sunlight and rough roads while the carbon-reinforced polypropylene cone with poly cotton
spider and neodymium tweeter withstand weather conditions. This 4-channel amplifier from
Rockford Fosgate comes equipped with the patent class AD technology that allows it to draw
huge power in less draw from the electrical system. Those who are looking for more volume
would find the watt, front audio kit for Harley Davidson Street Glide the right choice. This
product combines the complete plug and play installation kit with 4-channel amplifier, compact
chassis and direct fit speakers â€” 6. This Rockford Fosgate speaker kit provides a professional
quality installation without having to disturb the existing systems on the bike. If you are tired of
not being able to hear the music even at the highest volume, this front audio kit would work
perfectly for you. These speaker models are element ready and protected against UV, dust,
temperature, corrosion, water and vibration. They are tested in extreme environmental and
weather conditions to make sure they perform as they should in any condition. Amplifiers with
class AD technology produce more power with less current drawing from the charging system.
This is a 4-channel speaker system specifically designed for Harley Davidson motorcycles. The
watt system features a closed-loop design that matches amplifier precisely to deliver optimized
reliability and sound output. The complete speaker kit is suitable for make models of Harley
Davidson. With these audio kits from Rockford Fosgate, riding enthusiasts can find an easy
solution to upgrade their music system on their motorcycle without having to make any
modifications to the bike or the existing systems. These kits contain everything you need to
start rocking out while riding. For the music-loving bikers, there are multiple ways to listen to
music while riding â€” helmet with speakers, ear buds and handlebar speakers. All these
methods have their own advantages and limitations. This listing is for part or sub-assembly
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We focus on eBay Motor with various products in motorcycle parts. We are pursuing the goals
by offering a best shopping experience and excellent customer service. We've dedicated
ourselves to making sure that everyone enjoys shopping from us, and are so proud of working
passionately to exceed your expectations when you shop with us. We ship to worldwide via
Air-Mail from China with dispatching time of business days after the payment cleared. For US
lower 48 states and below 2 kgs orders, we will ship via. Delivery time is normally business
days. For international orders below 2 kgs orders, we will ship by registered mail via. China
Post. For all orders Including combined orders above 2kgs, we will ship via. Additional charge
may needed for remote areas. If you need to change shipping address you must add it to your
paypal account before sending payment. Express Mail Service requires your correct telephone
number. Please leave your valid phone number when place order. Import duties, taxes and
charges are not included in the item price or shipping charges. Buyer will be responsible for
those charges if necessary. Most important for Return:. Please ask us the RMA Number before
you return ,then write on your returning package. If not,the colleagues in warehouse will not
note us and may throw out your packages. Thus,please remember to write down the RMA
Number on your packages. Then we can know it is from you and refund you in time. Please
return by tracking number service. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but
the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab
and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This
item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking.
Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number
less than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Estimated between Fri. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. This is a private listing and your
identity will not be disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
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laaftermarketparts is a professional Motorcycle parts retailer committed to becoming the most
loved and trusted seller on eBay. Please contact us by eBay Messages prior to ship the item
back. Otherwise, we will not accept the return parcel. Buyer is responsible for the return
shipping fee. Shipping cost of your order is NOT refundable. To save your time, please enclose
pictures to show the damaged package and product or the defects of the item. So that we can
resolve the problem for you after confirm the condition from the pictures. All item comes with
basic 45 days Seller's Warranty. If the item becomes defective in 45 days upon delivery, we will
reship replacement without extra charge after we receive the pictures and conform. If item
defects after 45 days, you can also contact us. We are pleased to do our best to solve the
problem for you. We really appreciate the chance to improve our service About Us

laaftermarketparts is a professional Motorcycle parts retailer committed to becoming the most
loved and trusted seller on eBay. Shipping We ship to worldwide via Air-Mail from China with
dispatching time of business days after the payment cleared. Returns When buying from
Motornmore, you are protected by below policy. Customer service Please feel free to contact us
via woking email, our email is.. Feedback Your satisfaction is our pursuit. We really appreciate
the chance to improve our service powered by. Harley Inner Fairing Removal: Part 1. Harley
Inner Fairing Removal: Part 2. Harley Rushmore Outer Fairing Removal. Electra Glide Front
Fairing Removal. Removing the Outer Fairing Evo. Click here to cancel reply. When I start the
bike up and start to drive the volume will cut out and come back and cut out and come back and
keep doing it. Any ideas on how to fix it? Hi Joe, Have you opened up the fairing and looked for
loose connections or to see if the fairing brackets are broke? Anything I can do to fix? Any
ideas? You can try a radio diagnostic. Eject CD, if installed. Keep holding the two down while
switching on the ignition switch. Keep pressing the two until the radio completes a diagnostic
check. Hi, James. We would be happy to assist you; we just need some more information. I have
an 09 Ultra Classic and I have been problems with the radio speakers everything works when I
plug the headset in but I have no sound through the speakers the trouble code shows B front
left speaker open what do I do from here. Hi James. Inspect your radio harness. Make sure one
of the speaker brackets did not break and cut into any of your harness. Try switching speakers.
See if the trouble code changes to front right speaker. In this case, the speaker would be bad. If
the code remains, front left speaker after switching, the radio may be bad. Do you think the
media would stop because of a blown speaker? Hi Sidney. The two are not likely related. Hi Joe,
what were you able to find out about your volume control issue? Having same problemâ€¦any
info would be greatly appreciated. Hi Terry, Moe info on this article and comments. Finally
figured out I had the CB on and as truckers would pass close around a talk on their CBs, mine
was cutting in on the radio, but had the CB volume down, so never heard it. I have a Ultra
Classic, I am having trouble with the Radio. It started with the right speaker popping and then
nothing but the left side playing. A few days later, I have power to the radio but NO sound. I
have never taken my bike apart but I am willing to learn. Would you know the cause of the
problem and where I can send the radio to be fix. I do not have the type of money that HD is
asking to fix it. Hi Claude, Remove your outer fairing and inspect any wiring harness related to
your radio. Get a good look at your inner fairing support brackets. It is common for these
brackets to break and, sometimes, cut a wire or two. Inspect all of the plugs associated with
your radio and with your switch housings. Pull them apart. Check for corrosion, or anything that
may look out of the ordinary. I have a streetglide with a non working radio no cut wires but all
four fairing brackets were broken ,local shop said internal board in radio. My radio stopped
working. I have power all the way to the unit, yet it will not turn on. The dealership said the the
Harmon Kardon systems they put in the touring bikes is just not that good, which I do not want
to believe. If you had this issue, please, let me know what I need to do. Thank you to all. Guys I
have a problem with my CB on my Harley ultra classic anniversary. The problem is my CB work
when the squelch level will be more the 6 bars and if I try to turn it down , the signal start to be
week and I hear the terrible noise on my ears. I change the CB coil, the antenna from the dealer
and still the problem goes on. Please help guys. I have a Ultra Classic that the radio speakers
will not turn on unless I turn the radio power on and off, sometimes 15 to 20 times. The head
phones connected to the bikes tank plug or passenger head set plug always work. When the
speakers do come on they may stay on for 10 minutes to hours to 30 seconds and then a loud
POP and speakers are off but radio power and station readout are still on. I pulled the rear
mounted amplifier off and check the wire plugs and all looks good, any ideas?? When the radio
speakers come on they work great. First try looking to see if you have any stored diagnostic
trouble codes. The problem may be in the radio itself. In this mode you can test every switched
function individually. It goes like this: Press the eject button to remove any CD in the unit. While
pressing and holding any two softkeys buttons , turn the ignition switch ON. Once the H-D logo
is displayed, the system automatically performs a complete switch check, scans for current
DTCs, and then displays the radio diagnostic display. Release the softkeys only after the radio
diagnostic display appears. All switches, handlebar, passenger, and sidecar may be tested in
this manner. Pressing softkey 1 while in the radio diagnostic display sets the system back to
the factory defaults. If a symptom is present without a DTC, restoring the factory default
settings may sometimes resolve the issue. This feature may be employed to quickly verify
whether the radio is configured correctly or whether the AVC or J is working properly. To use
this feature, start the motorcycle, access the radio dia- gnostic display, press softkey 2 to select
AVC, and then walk or push the motorcycle while viewing the speed pulse value. If a value other
than zero appears, it is an indication that J and AVC are working properly. If speed pulses are
not present, either the AVC needs to be reconfigured or another problem exists. Refer to DTC U

for resolution of the problem if the system is configured correctly. Pressing softkey 3 displays
the region and other configuration data, while softkey 4 shows the software version code.
Softkey 5 is reserved for software upgrades and prompts the technician to install the
appropriate CD, while softkey 6 causes the system to exit the radio diagnostic mode and revert
to the normal radio display. Try playing with this info. See if it gives you any clues. If you do not
come up with anything, try a factory reset. I did the individual switch check thru the radio and all
were OK. I did find that if I turn the speaker toggle switch on the dash from the middle position
to head set only and back again the speakers would come back on. I will have to check to see if
there are bad connections on the switch to the radio. Did you ever figure out what the problem
was? I had the same thing happen to my Harley radio found out the board cracked inside the
case of the radio and gave it intermittent sound so if you use the speaker switch sometime that
rerouted the signal briefly. The solution is to send it to Iron Cross Audio the will fix the problem.
Also, should I install a amp for the speakers? It would be best to ask your nearest HD service
department about reflashing. We could not come up with a definitive answer for you. An
amplifier is not necessary, but it would definitely make your upgrade complete. We would
recommend one. I have a Road Glide Standard, My radio screen comes on but will not display
any information. The audio works fine I just have to guess on which station I am listening to.
Any suggestions? That is a problem within the radio. You can try running a diagnostic, but it
may not help if it does not bring up a display. Have to diagnose in order to repair. Yep I check
the wiring harness it looked ok and I did swap out the speaker and still has the same code p so
it must be the radio thank you for all your help. With my headsets on when I throttle down the
sound of radio goes way up. When I throttle up it goes down. Brand new factory radio in my 07
ultra classic. Hi Matt. Try performing a radio diagnostic test. Remove any cds. Then, while
holding down any two soft keys s 1 thru 6 ; turn on ignition switch. Release soft keys after
diagnostic display appears. I have a Street Glide, the radio is currently working but the volume
does not increase. It will decrease however. The radio has been placed on another Street Glide
and does not have this issue on the other bike. What are some of the issues that could be
occurring. This started after fixing the inner fairing mounts. Both sides broke and there was a
lot of shaking for around miles of riding it. I also have a Ultra. Then they will work for a little
while go out then I rock the switch and they will work again. I do have a hogtunes amp and
speakers along with the tweeter pod. It will work for hrs or just seconds. Hi Jeff. We would
suggest removing the Hog Tunes system to see if the problem persists without the add ons. I
can use the PTT but for some reason my radio is not showing the vox, When unplugging the
headset from front or rear connectors sometimes the VOX will display on the screen for just a
split second. Hi Jack. We would suggest contacting the manufacturer. Have a 03 Anniversary
Road Glide that I bought and the radio works except no sound. Was advised by the dealership
that the radio needed to be flashed. Any suggestions or should I just put in a good aftermarket
marine radioâ€¦.. Hi, Lyle. Hi, Jeff. Been riding too much to brother with it. Hi, Doug. We would
suggest removing your outer fairing. Check your radio harness and connections. If nothing
turns up, try hunting down an OEM replacement radio. May be worth checking the inter-web for
a business or person who may be able to repair your stock radio. I would love to see a video
breakdown of how to take it off, so I can check my wiring. Any help would be greatly
appreciated. When you push the PTT button you can see it transmitting on the radio but you
cant hear anything coming or going! I have checked the wires at the coil in the top box and
none are broken. And help would be great thanks Kim. My radio on my street glide comes on
but no volume from the speakers!! The shop said it was working before the delivery.. What
could it be? Hi Willis. Suggest removing your outer fairing to inspect the radio harness and
connections. Unfortunately, this model radio has a history of having issues. Left front speaker
has very little sound and beeps occasionally. Bazooka amp and speakers. I have checked
connections and tried different speakers. Any help would be appreciated. Hi, Brian. Try
powering the left side speaker directly from the radio with no amplifier. If the issue still exists,
the problem is in the radio. If the speaker functions correctly, the amp is bad. Hi, Steve. Plugs
into the back side of the radio. I have a electra glide ultra classic. When I switch the ignition on,
the radio changes functions, switch to accessory mode, the radio changes function again,
switch ignition to start mode, the radio changes function again, I start the bike, the radio
changes functions again. My volume switch does not work to change volume or to switch
between functions. It seams like every time the power is switched in any way the radio function
changes. I have changed to 2 other radios and the result is the same. I going crazy, please help.
Hi, Matt. From what you describe, it sounds like the issue is the radio. I have A Harley Ultra.
Everytthig sounded great. Over this summer I notice my radio stations where not coming in
clear. Now in November I get 1 or 2 staions fuzzing or nothing at all. The MP input is my only
music. Also the red backlight has also stoped for night drving. Hi, Bob. It worked fine for about

3 months and now the radio comes on but I have no sound. Can someone help me fix this
problem. Hi Ray. Suggest eliminating the amplifier. See if the radio works without. The amp may
be bad. I have a ultraglide classic and I am getting static when I play a cd. The strange thing is if
you eject the cd and play it again the static seems to be at the same location on the disc. But if
you check the disc itself it is not dirty and it plays fine in other players. The radio itself has no
static whatsoever. Can someone please help? Never heard of this issue before. Many people
experience static with aftermarket LED bulbs, but usually only radio static. Your issue may be
within the radio unit itself. I have a ultra classic. My radio was working fine I got home and
turned a bike off. The next time I cranked it up the radio would not power up. I checked the
fuses and the power and the memory views are both good and getting power. What else can I
check to see what the problem is. How do I check to see if the radio is self is getting power? I
have a Street Glide Standard. Was out riding yesterday and the radio display went off. Just a
few dots in the screen center. Made several stops during about 4 hours of riding with no
change. After I got home I noticed that when I turned the switch off, those same dots remained
on the screen. When I went into the garage this morning I noticed that the screen was still lit up
with those same dots. I removed the seat and disconnected the ground wire so everything is off
now. The issue may be within the radio unit. Try a radio diagnostic test. See if anything turns
up. I hear clicking when power is applied to the radio. Anyone else having this problem? Mine
started doing the same thing. I went to WB channel and pushed key 1 to un-highlight the
weather channel. Was trying to turn off the automatic switch for weather alerts. Any ideas
anyone? I am wanting to install a radio on a road king classic that has never had one. Went
through settings how do I fix it. I have Ultra glide and recently my radio volume will increase to
full blast on it own while I am riding. I have tried to turn it off, but when I turn it back on it
happens again. I need some help. Hi Preston. You can try doing a radio diagnostic to verify
whether or not your volume switch is functioning correctly. Otherwise, the issue is probably
within the radio itself. No quality difference from stock. Equalizer bass and trebble on stock
stereo change on stereo face unit, but makes no quality changes. We suggest finding your
receipt and looking into a kit from Hawg Wired. We are convinced you will enjoy the benefits of
becoming a member and having access to the best instructional how to videos and professional
tips. We would like to offer you a special promotion for your first year membership. I have a
Streetglide, when I turn on the radio, listen to my Ipod or a cd the sound will come through for
about 3 minutes then will cut off, no sound after that until I turn it off and wait for awhile then
restart the radio. The sound will once again turn off. What do I do? Upon returning home,
battery died again. Next day, I she fired right up. Then she started beeping at me through the
radio speakers. Apppreciate any leads. Hi Doug. Have not heard of this issue before. Suggest
checking for possible Diagnostic Trouble Codes. Car batteries put out too much amperage and
can damage motorcycle electrical components. Thanks Mark-FMH. The beeping continues with
or without the radio on or off. Thanks again. Another thought-provoking Remove your outer
fairing and unplug the radio completely. Inspect all related harness and plugs. Plug back in. See
if anything changes for the better. Have a Ultra. Radio will not stay on. Replaced speakers, plays
for short time then goes silent. Push switch off and on a few times and music is back. Hi Judy.
Verify that all related harness and plugged connections are secure and undamaged. However,
what you are describing sounds like a bad radio. I narrowed the issue down to the voltage
regulator and that issue was fixed. Is there wiring for rears or do I tap into the fronts? Hi
Thomas. I bought a ultra classic and it came with one helmet and a 7 pin cord to plug in for the
radio. I bought a second helmet for my wife exactly like the other helmet. Hi Wayne. It does
become, somewhat, involved. Start simple: With radio on- press intercom button. Press soft key
1 to turn intercom off. Set volume control to middle position on bar graph display. CB module
may also be bad. Also, remove outer fairing to inspect radio harness and plugged connections.
Unpluged radio to tighten bars and now volume will not adjust, stays at one level. Please help.
Hi Loretta. Suggest back tracking. Unfortunately one of your plugged connections may not be
correctly secured. You can try performing a radio diagnostic test but that will probably only
verify that the volume switch is not correctly functioning. Radio diagnostic. Q I have a Electra
Glide Harley Davidson cassette radio fitted and want to upgrade it to a harley davidson CD
radio, how would I be able to do this and what would i need to facilitate this change please. Hi
Gary. Suggest talking to the parts department at your nearest dealership. There may be an
adapting harness that you can use. My HD Street Glide keeps beeping 3beeps through the
speakers. How do I stop it? I have a Harley Davidson Street Glide special ,battery went
Deadcharged it up now my speakers are beeping tried pulling main fuse with ignition on did not
work product to Harley Davison dealer they say my radio needs to be replaced it will not take a
reflash. We have not dealt with that issue. If the dealership can not reset the system with their
Digital Technician, there is nothing that you can do. Unfortunately, we do not have any further

suggestions. I suggest removing your outer fairing. The brackets are known to break. The
bracket can cut into your harness. I have a Ultra Limited and front speakers stopped working
except for the tweeter in the left one. The rear speakers are playing fine. When they went out,
the radio was playing at a normal volume. Any clue what this could be? The radio is up to date
on the Harley recommended update. If the radio fuse is good but the radio will not power up,
you will have to remove your outer fairing and do some testing at the radio unit itself. Make sure
that you are testing your fuses with a multimeter or test light. I have a ultra classic limited radio
lights up but none of the hand controls or buttons on the radio itself works. Otherwise, suggest
removing your outer fairing. We have also sent you an e-mail with an attachment to help you
with this issue. Thank you -Mark. Hi Guys, I have recently purchased a cvo ultra limited and
every time I try to use the factory Ipod it plays for 2 or 3 seconds then stops. Appreciate any
suggestions on rectifying this issue. Regards Richard. My Ultra limited site in my garage. I
started it up to let it run for a bit. When it started up the main screen came on as usual. I walked
away for a bit and when I came back to the bike the screen was black and no stereo sound. Was
wondering if you might know what it could be. The volume up and down and the PTT switch is
new and still cant turn up the volume. The mode button on the opposite side also wont work in
up direction. Pleas ehelp. The issue can be from the aging wiring harness. Otherwise, the issue
may be in the unit itself. Just bought a HD Electraglide Ultra Classic repairable was laid down
hardly any scratches but no power to radio took fairing loose tight connections and fuses by
gas tank are fine any ideas. If you are certain that your radio fuse is good, we suggest using
your test light or multimeter to verify wether or not you have power going to the stereo unit.
Good morning! My factory radio gets louder the slower I go and I think lower the faster I gos?
Have a Ultra Limited with 10K miles. Recently my front speakers shut off, back speakers are
working fine. All I get from the front speakers is a little noise from the tweeter in the left one and
nothing from the right at all. I have a Harley Streetglide and replace my battery because my LED
lights i got put on will not turn off. Now since i replace my battery my radio come on and go off
with the ignition still turned off. What can i do for this. If someone installed lights on your bike
that could not be turned off; imagine the radio issue could be caused by just about anything.
Sometimes powering aftermarket accessories incorrectly will cause havoc. You can have
voltage backfeeding where and when it should not be. Or get the bike to a competent mechanic.
I removed the fairing, checked the connections, ran a radio diagnostic, came back ok. I am not
sure what to check next. I recall a headphone display on the console when the helmets are
connected. I may have dreamt that. However, I do not show the headphone symbol. Could it be
the jack on the tank? Help would be appreciated. I have a Ultra Classic. The radio will play thru
the headsets no problem. Now it will not play through the speakers in any position but will play
thru the headsets. Any ideas here? If its the radio, where can I get it looked at? The issue may
be within the radio. You can also perform a radio diagnostic test. I attempted to eject a CD from
my radio on my 06 Ultra. I have ultra classic limited the radio will play for awhile then stops and
sometimes it will start again. I tried pressing the function button but it never highlights the
clock. What am I missing? Jamesâ€¦I have the same issue with my ultraâ€¦no sound from the
speakersâ€¦did you resolve the issue? Right fairing speaker does not play sound. Bought set of
new speakers and still no sound. Could the An Amp Issue effect just one speaker? Both left and
right rear speakers play. Thanks for your help. Don, I just purchased a CVO limited and have the
exact same issue. Did you figure it out yet? I have an appt with the dealer tomorrow. Will let you
know what I find. I set radio to WB and hit soft key 1 to un-highlight the WB channel. Was trying
to set it so that it would not automatically switch to WB when weather alert is issued. Any
instructions on how to turn off the automatic alerts on WB channel or ideas on why radio
switches channels? I washed my Harley Davidson yesterday about 5 mins later the radio quit
factory radio ultra classic. I have tri glide when i want to play my cd player i go from am to fm it
skips right over cd an goes to weather band. It wont except a cd if i try to put one in??? It is
often beneficial to bleed the master cylinder. Crack the banjo bolt at the master after pumping
the lever. If you begin to achieve any type of lever, move down to the calipers. We would like to
offer you a special promotion for your first-year membership. If you have any other questions or
concerns the membership, please contact Customer Service at â€” , or chat with us on our site
and we would be happy to assist you. Thanks Marty. NB Ticket On my Street Glide, on the left
switch pack, everything is working fine except the volume control, home toggle. You may need
to replace the switch. It may be helpful to perform a radio diagnostic. NB Ticket I have a Classic.
The right speaker cuts in and out. If I turn up the volume, the speaker comes on normal. If I turn
down the volume, the speaker cuts out. Last night, the display, with the radio off, came on very
bright for a few seconds, the back to normal. This happened a couple of times. You can perform
a radio diagnostic test. Would also be a good idea to remove your outer fairing to inspect your
radio harness. I have a road glide cvo. While moving if I turn the volume up past half way the

sound will bounce back and forth from on speaker to another. I turn below halfway and all
speakers work fine but can barely her it. If the bike is stationary I can turn volume up all the and
sounds great but as soon as I rev up engine the sound bounces from one speaker to another.
Ticket I have a Harley Ultra with the Boom box premium 6. I had the dealer install the CB to the
bike for when we ride in groups. My issue is with transmission and reception. If I am the lead
bike I can talk to bike 2 in the group but not beyond them. I am not sure what to do in this
instance. Also I have the squelch turned down as far as I can without hearing the constant CB
static all the time. You will have to talk to somebody from Harley Davidson about this issue. If
service or parts department is of no help, try contacting somebody in corporate. NB Ticket on
my Harley electraglide my radio works fine on acc but when I put switch to on raido goes in to
extreme static. Harley Davidson LEDs, typically, do not. I insatlled led light blubs on my Harley
Electra Glide and now my radio works fine when I put my switch on the acc position but once I
put my switch to the on position my radio goes into extreme static no good reception. Is it
possible the led light bulbs are creating the problem? NB Ticket I bought a new Alpine radio for
my harley that has 29 post coming out. I need a female 29 post to connect to it with the wires
coming from the female. I have a Street Glide Special. When I ride my volume goes to mute, then
comes back on. It does it with my radio and my thumb drive. I parked the bike with accessory on
and played the stereo. I turned the bike on and left it running. Only going down the road does it
do that. Anybody have this happen to them? Gotta a Road Glide Ultra. Did the same thing today
for the 1st time in degree temps. Got home and it played just fine on Acc. Oh mine does the
same 07 streetglide ,goes in mute showing the picture of the ear phones on screen. NB Ticket
Front speakers on my ultra classic stopped working any ideas. Test for possible stored
diagnostic trouble codes. Perform a radio diagnostic test. I have a road glide Screaming Eagle
with a 12 cd in the tour pack. I had HD dealer change the tour pack and now the cd not working.
The radio plays fine and cycles through the options. Any ideas would be helpful. Putting a
Street GLide radio in an Ultra Classic and I need to turn on the rear speakers, does it have to go
to Harley or is there a way for me to do it? I have a street glide cvo. Now front speaks are not
working. I have the latest update. Have to turn the bike off and restart to get it to work properly
also when it is warm and volume way up tends to cut in and out. It may help lead you in the right
direction. The link above is for pre bikes. I found this link and it shows no error codes on the
bike, even with the same issue happening while performing the diagnostic test. NB Ticket I have
a ultra classic never had this problem b 4 I started it the radio has static in in if I turn bike off the
radio will play it did go away while I was riding but it come and goes. Otherwise we suggest
removing your outer fairing to inspect your radio harness. I have a Road Glide Ultra with the
factory radio. Somehow, while trying to figure out my radio, I switched the icon in the lower
right corner from the Loud Speaker to the Head Phone. It was stereo worked fine before I
screwed it up. Can someone help with this? Thank you. NB Ticket i have ultra limited Harley
Davidson from the output front speake left side the output read 12 volt and my amp is on
without remote source. It might head you in the right direction. There may be a lot of testing
needed to correctly diagnose. We would love to have you be apart of our team. NB Ticket I have
a Streetglide. I called them today because now every time I start the bike, the Bluetooth
disconnects, and wont reconnect while the bike is running. They said it sounds like I am getting
a voltage spike which would cause it to maybe do that. Can anyone tell me if a voltage regulator
or stator going bad would cause radio issues like this? You will likely find the issue is with the
radio; but you should look into what they are suggesting for piece of mind. NB Ticket I am
having problem with radio on my trike. Rode home one night next morning nothing. No sound. I
get music thru head set and cb works. I replaced all 4 speakers. When ck diagnostics this is
what I get. B fl speaker open, b rr speaker short to 12v, b rl sleeker open, b rr shorted. I have
software b Can anyone help with this. Unfortunately, if you are not finding any damage to any of
the radio or speaker harnesses, the issue is likely in the radio unit. I am having problem with
radio on my trike. We have never attempted to remove the CD door. Unfortunately, we have no
advice for you. There is no procedure for this in the manuals. But when listening via headsets
about half of volume the voice is some seconds ok and after that voice can hardly be heard for
some 3 seconds and after that it can be heard again. This circules all the time. Anyone can
help? Unfortunately, the radio on your year Touring is known to be problematic. Suggest
starting by performing a radio diagnostic test. NB Ticket e-g radio works good but faceplace will
not light up. The radio issue is internal. Unfortunately, we can only suggest a replacement. Hi
Russ. You will need to, at least, remove your headlight. Insect your headlight plug. Replace if
melted or damaged. Use a test light and multimeter to determine that you have correct voltage
going to headlight plug. Also verify that there is a good ground. NB Ticket my stereo cuts out
and stops running as soon as I hit the road, but when I stop for fuel it will work again. Where
should I start trouble shooting? HELP Please. Last owner said it quit after he washed the bike

last fall. There isnt any indication of power to the radio. I have checked the fuse and it was
good, also did a tap test on the starter relay as I read a post that the radio power goes through
it. Any other ideas or known issues would be appreciated. If you are certain that you do not
have correct voltage at the radio, we would suggest isolating and testing with a test light and
multimeter. Begin at the fuse output. Also, remember to test the fuse that is being used.
Diagnosing this type of electrical issue is often easier when using the factory electrical manual
that is specifically for your year and model. I have a different issue harley electra glide ultra
classic when I turn my radio all the wording is backwards took it to the dealership they had no
clue. Soooooo 1. Have never heard of this issue before. We suggest replacing with a factory
stereo. I have read other comments on other boards, but they all seem to apply to much newer
models. May Thanks! We can only suggest removing your outer fairing to inspect your radio
harness and plugged connections. My radio is in a tri glide. If its standing still or not. Followed
the ant back to the tour pack and made sure everything was tight. Try checking for possible
stored diagnostic trouble codes. However the issue may be within the radio unit itself. My
headphones and cb work when plugged in on my ultra classic, but the speakers do not. Did the
radio diagnostic and it threw a B FL speaker open. I have the faring off and checked all
connections and brackets. Nothing seems to be broke or damaged. Is the radio bad? If your
Ultra has a speaker switch, we suggest you begin testing there. Use a test light or multimeter.
You should inspect your radio harness and plugged connections. However, it is likely that the
radio needs replacement. They are not repairable. Does any one know how to fix this problem?
My radio comes on when i go to ignition or accessory but as soon as i start it i have no volume
although radio is on. All other functions work on the radio just no audio. Would you be able to
provide the year and model of your Harley? Have you ever ran into this problem before? It also
does it when I use my front brake. We do have a promotional offer if you are interested. This
would include access to expert advice like this , plus discounts, hours of Premium videos, etc.
Please feel free to take a look. You can message us right back with your question if you decide
to become a member and you will have a response within business days from our experts! Click
on the Premium Membership offer. The Checkout page will display your Premium Membership
purchase. Fill in your Billing Details and create an account password. Finish by clicking
Complete Order. If you have any further questions, please contact Customer Service at at your
earliest convenience, or chat with us on our site. I disconnected my battery in my Harley altar
classic well the radio works but no display I had this once before but I forgot what I did to put
the display back up. I could be on a smooth road, the radio will turn off, then right back on. The
off and on is immediate, there is no delay, it turns off. Check for possible stored diagnostic
trouble codes. Bet you get a code that indicates something about battery voltage. If you are
interested in watching these videos, please consider becoming a Premium Member! I have
included a promotional offer for your first year of membership below:. If I turn it off and back on
it works fine. What could this be? Good question. With your membership you will receive
discounts on products and hours of Premium video content along with access to this option. I
have a Ultra Limited, And my radio keepsgoing off and on, Even parked. Upgraded to the latest
software , and still happing? With your membership you will also receive discounts on products
and hours of Premium video content. I realize I am a little late to the conversation, so I am sorry
if this has been addressed in the past. Near the end of summer I was out for a ride and after
fueling up and starting the bike the radio would not turn on. While parked with the bike off and
the ignition switch set to Acc, I have full function of the radio. It is just not working while the
bike is running. Please help! Great question! If you are interested in becoming a member to Fix
My Hog, please click on the special offer below:. Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy
Policy. LOG IN. Search for:. Become A Member. The Harley radio on my 09 ultra classic keeps
going off and on. Hi Angel, Thank you for the email. Did you remove the left speaker and check
for issues with it? It was the speakers. Changed them over to new ones and everything is
working fine. Any suggestions would be appreciated. A: If you have no power to your radio,
check for a blown fuse 1st. Facebook Instagram Youtube Twitter. A local client visited Extreme
Audio in Midlothian to inquire about upgrading the audio system on his Harley-Davidson Street
Glide motorcycle. Box stereo system and wanted something that played louder and was much
clearer. With a plan in place, the client turned the bike over to our team of expert technicians.
The small but powerful ARC Audio amplifier fit perfectly under the fairing. While there are
several other compact amplifiers on the market, none has the features and performance of the
Moto series. We mounted the amplifier above the factory-installed Boom! Box radio. Dedicated
power and ground cabling to the battery and each of the speakers ensures that the system will
sound great and perform reliably for the client. As you can see from the photos, all the wiring is
neat and tidy and is protected and secured in place to prevent buzzes or rattles while cruising
the interstate. For front speakers, we replaced the factory drivers in the front fairing enclosures

with a set of Moto coaxial drivers. These speakers feature a genuine weather-resistant design
so they will perform reliably, even if the owner gets caught in the rain. The speakers bolt directly
to the factory fastener locations to make the installation reliable. For rear speakers, we used a
set of matching ARC Audio Moto 6-byinch speakers with the bag lid covers. With the equipment
installed, our technicians wrapped up the project by setting the level controls and crossovers
on the amplifier to ensure the volume can be cranked without any distortion or clipping. The
client returned to Extreme Audio and was thrilled with the upgrade. It sounds great and plays
nice and loud! If you are looking for help in upgrading the sound system on your motorcycle,
visit the aftermarket audio experts at Extreme Audio in Midlothian or Mechanicsville. One of our
Product Specialists would be happy to assist you! Your email address will not be published.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Rd Midlothian, VA The front
speakers were upgraded with ARC Audio coaxials. The bag lids were the perfect spot for the
rear speaker upgrade. The wiring for the rear speakers was neat and tidy. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Where To Find Us. Facebook Twitter. Rd
Location Hull St. A client from Richmond recently contacted Extreme Audio for some assistance
in upgrading his Harley-Davidson Street Glide audio system. Tired of factory stereo, he wanted
something that sounded great, played loud and would put up with getting wet. We had a look at
the bike and some of the installation components the client had already purchased, then
developed a plan to transform this audio system into something worthy of a Harley. Our
upgrades look great and sound even better. A USB port and Bluetooth audio streaming make it
easy to enjoy music stored on a portable device. We installed a set of JL Audio C 6. To provide
extra clarity, we added a set of Cct tweeters to the dash using little custom-made pods that bolt
to the dash. The passive crossover networks for the speakers fit snugly inside the fairing on
custom steel brackets. The client supplied us with a set of custom saddlebag lids that have
speaker mounting locations. The shape of the ARC Moto amplifier allows it to fit under the
fairing. This amplifier fits perfectly inside the fairing of the bike and provides a jaw-dropping
watts of power from each of its four channels. Not only is this one of the most powerful
amplifiers available for its size, but it also sounds amazing. He loved the way the equipment
looked and was blown away by the sound of the system. It sounds great, even at crazy volume
levels. If you are in the Richmond area and are looking for a motorcycle audio system upgrade,
drop by our store in Mechanicsville or Midlothian and speak with a member of our team.
Alternatively, send us an e-mail using our contact form for information about any of our
products or services. Excellent work performed by the extreme audio team members. This bike
sounds great and definitely gets a lot of attention and windows being rolled up at lights. The
installation and choice of components are all top notch. I look forward to my future upgrades
and another opportunity to work with the extreme audio team. I Have a that I would love to have
upgraded. However, I live in the Boston area Newton Would you recommend anyone up in this
area? The only people I know near there would be in Racine. Give them a shout. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email.
This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Rd
Midlothian, VA Motorcycle Source Unit Upgrade Our upgrades look great and sound even
better. We fabricated custom pods to house the tweeters. The addition of the extra pair of
tweeters will ensure that the client hears his music loud and clear. The speakers and crossovers
were securely mounted. The wiring for the JL Audio marine speakers in the bag lids was neat
and tidy. The JL Audio speakers were a perfect fit for these bag lids. Comments Excellent work
performed by the extreme audio team members. Very well written Mike an actual tear jerker.
Thank you, Randy McConville. Is there anyone in the Milwaukee, WI area that could do this
work? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Where To Find Us.
Facebook Twitter. Rd Location Hull St. Notify me when this product is available: Notify me when
this product is available:. This is THE answer. Weather-sealed buttons. A weather-proof,
anti-glare screen. The Sony head units are simply a It's here. A weather-proof sc
1998 chrysler sebring fuse box diagram
seymour duncan p rails wiring diagram
automotive repair books pdf
reen. Menu 0. General Questions Technical Support. Harley-Davidson Custom Audio. Since the
cover is magnetized it is easy to pop on and off and there are no screws to lose. Want
something custom? We have you covered. We can even engrave your club logo on it for an
extra special touch! Add to Cart. The time is now. Total install time is around one hour. It is

however compatible with any aftermarket amplifier! Simply complete the form below and we'll
get your question answered fast! Onboard watt x 4-channel amplifier. We expect bundles to ship
in one to two business days from the order date. Total install time is about 4 hours and this will
maintain your factory handlebar controls. Then, insert the two outer windshield bolts. After all
bolts have been started - gradually tighten each bolt, one at a time, until all are tight and fitment
is correct. This bundle takes approximately days to ship, due to the paint process. Call us at
This makes it happen and hides the antenna in your fairing.

